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An organized, detail-oriented, and conscientious self-starter, able to strategize and 
prioritize effectively to accomplish multiple tasks with proven ability to stay calm 
under pressure.

EXPERIENCE

Police Detective III
ABC Corporation - MARCH 1995 – AUGUST 1995

 Responsible for diligent law enforcement as key member of 
Investigations Division focusing primarily on family violence and sex 
crime cases.

 Managed case load, developing and enacting plans for complex and 
detailed criminal investigations.

 Partnered with fellow officers to develop case strategies.
 Conducted comprehensive interviews with victims and witnesses to 

collect information and build case.
 Interrogated suspects.
 Performed in-depth background investigations of all parties, including 

victims, witnesses, and suspects.
 Wrote and served search warrants to investigate crime scenes and 

gather physical evidence; prepared court orders to enable collection 
of biological evidence.

Police Detective 
Delta Corporation - 1991 – 1995

 Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, Policia Civil do Estado do Rio de Janeiro Criminal
Investigations, Reports and evidences gathering.

 Job functions include surveillance of narcotic activity and arrest of 
area drug distributors.

 Cultivated civilian informants; monitored buys and issued the 
necessary warrants.

 During my service I was assigned out to the Michigan State Police 
Violent Crimes Task Force for raid purposes, worked the booster car 
for street .

 Investigate felonious crimes Interview suspects, victims and 
witnesses Prepare criminal cases for prosecution Testify in court 
Develop sex offender .

 Conduct follow-up investigation on all types of crimes.
 This is Dummy Description data, Replace with job description relevant

to your current role.
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EDUCATION

 Bachelor of Arts in Career &amp; Technical Education (In process) - 
(Northern Arizona University - Phoenix, AZ)

SKILLS

Handle and train narcotics and explosives detection.
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